MAJORING IN SOCIOLOGY/ANTHROPOLOGY

A major consists of a minimum of 10 courses total: 5 core courses, Stats 110 or 212, and 4 SOAN elective courses.

Complete ALL of these Core Courses:

___ 291 History of Sociological Theory HWC (offered spring semester only) **Recommended:** Take this sophomore year
___ 292 Anthropological Theory WRI (offered fall semester only) **Recommended:** Take this sophomore year
___ 371 Foundations of Social Science Research: Quantitative Methods ORC, WRI (offered fall semester only, prerequisite = Statistics 110 or 212) **Open only to Juniors or Seniors.**
___ 373 Ethnographic Research Methods WRI (offered spring semester only, prerequisite = 291 or 292) **Open only to Juniors or Seniors.**
___ 399 Senior Seminar EIN (spring semester of senior year)

Also complete:

___ Statistics 110 or 212 (or AP equivalent) **Recommended:** Take this course first year/sophomore year

Complete FOUR Elective courses:

NOTE: 100-level courses are mainly for first-year students. You do not have to take a 100-level course as a prerequisite for 200-level course, unless indicated.

___ 121 Introduction to Sociology HBS, MCD
___ 128 Introduction to Cultural Anthropology HBS, MCG
___ 233 Sociology of Colonialism and Post-colonialism HBS, HWC
___ 235 Introduction to Islamic Feminisms MCG
___ 236 The Arab World HBS, MCG
___ 237 Forging a Latin American Culture HBS, MCG
___ AS/SA 239 Modern Southeast Asia HBS, MCG
___ ID 245 Integrated Science/Society HBS, IST, SED
___ 247 Disasters HBS, MCG
___ 248 Sociology of Death, Dying, and Bereavement HBS
___ 250 Visual Sociology HBS
___ 260 Marriage and the Family HBS, MCD
___ 261 Gender in Cross-Cultural Perspective HBS, MCG
___ 262 Global Interdependence HBS, MCG
___ 263 Social Movements HBS, MCD
___ 264 Race and Class in American Culture HBS, MCD
___ 265 Religion, Culture and Society HBS
___ 267 Medical Anthropology HBS, MCG
___ 269 Urban Sociology HBS, MCD
___ 296, 297, 299 Topics in Sociology-Anthropology – GEs dependent upon course offered
___ 294 or 394 Academic Internship – count as one elective
___ 298 or 398 Independent Study – count as one elective
___ 396 Directed Undergraduate Research – count as one elective
___ A course taken as part of certain off-campus programs (approved by the department chair)

NOTE: only one off-campus course may count toward the major
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